Intelligent self-powered sensor based on triboelectric
nanogenerator for take-off status monitoring in the sport of triplejumping
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ABSTRACT
In the era of big data and the Internet of Things, the digital information of athletes is particularly significant in sports competitions.
Here, an intelligent self-powered take-off board sensor (TBS) based on triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) with a solid-wooden
substrate is provided for precise detection of athletes’ take-off status in the sport of triple-jumping, which is sufficient for triplejumping training judgment with a high accuracy of 1 mm. Meanwhile, a foul alarm system and a distance between the athlete’s
foot and take-off line (GAP) measurement system are further developed to provide take-off data for athletes and referees. The
induced charges are formed by the TBS during taking-off, and then the real-time exercise data is acquired and processed via the
test program. This work presents a self-powered sports sensor for intelligent sports monitoring and promotes the application of
TENG-based sensors in intelligent sports.
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1 Introduction
In the period of the Internet of Things and big data, people’s
requirements for intelligent life are increasing gradually [1]. The
direct evaluations from signal sensors with high precision are
particularly more compelling than artificial judgment in sports
events. All aspects of sports activities, such as athletes’
performance and physical health [2], can be rapidly collected by
intelligent data sensing networks, which can not only accurately
evaluate the athlete’s performance, but also indicate the elements
that influence the athlete’s performance, assisting coaches and
contestants in developing suitable training plans [3, 4]. For
example, high-speed cameras and infrared sensors are employed
to monitor competition data in the triple jump. However, due to
the requirements for additional power supplies with the high cost
and negative environmental impact, such as batteries [5–8], it is
critical to develop self-powered sensors for sports monitoring.
Triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), as a self-sufficient power
source, has been widely applied due to its advantages of low costs,
simple structures, easy integration, and high efficiency [9–11],
which was developed by Wang and co-workers for effectively
harvesting and converting irregular mechanical energy or nano
energy into electrical energy [12–14]. By changing different
materials, structures, and modes, TENG can be utilized to collect
various types of low-frequency and randomly oriented mechanical

energy in the environment [15, 16], such as blue energy [17–21],
wind energy [22–27], energy of dripping liquid [28], and other
mechanical energies [29–31] for a variety of applications,
including energy harvesting [32–35] and self-powered
sensors [36–39]. Most notably, TENG-based sensors include
smart wearable sensors for human health and exercise state
monitoring [40–49] and other sensors for vehicle status
monitoring [50], ship status monitoring [51, 52], sports
sensing [5, 53, 54], etc.
In recent years, the sensing applications of TENG have become
more extensive, which have facilitated many aspects of people’s
life [35, 50]. Meanwhile, there are many intelligent applications of
TENG in the field of sports. Luo et al. utilized the treated wood to
design a smart sensor that was applied to a ping-pong table to
capture the location of the ball on the table and detect the edge
ball [5]. Wu et al. proposed a cylindrical self-powered
multifunctional sensor that could be integrated with a boxing
glove, realizing the acceleration tracking of the boxer [55]. In spite
of these applications, TENG-based sensors still have great
potential in intelligent sports and how to monitor and evaluate the
data involved in sports in real-time is a crucial research that
deserves significant consideration.
Here, a TENG-based self-powered take-off board sensor (TBS)
is prepared for monitoring the triple-jumping process, where a
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polymer rubber with a similar hardness to the wood is selected as
the triboelectric layer which also has good charge transfer and
capture capability. The polymer rubber can generate surface
charges when contacts with a moving object, which causes an
induced potential when the object separates from it. To balance
the potential, charges flow across the electrodes inside the rubber,
resulting in electrical signals. Then, the electrical signals of TBS
could be utilized to assess whether the athletes break the rules.
Moreover, a distance between the athlete’s foot and take-off line
(GAP) measurement system is developed to precisely record the
statistics of athletes’ taking off conditions with the real-time data
processed by mobile phones or computers in daily training. The
ingenious design of TBS opens up a new strategy for the
fabrication of TENG and provides prosperous applications in the
field of intelligent sports.

generation process of the electrical signal, which is presented in
Fig. 1(b). Urethane rubber tends to gain negative charges due to its
higher capacity to receive electrons. Hence, the rubber strip will
release electrons when it comes into touch with urethane rubber,
leaving the urethane rubber negatively charged. Since the
separation between the two surfaces expands as the rubber strip
moves away, the triboelectric charges cannot be transferred or
neutralized for a time. Then, a little quality of positive charges will
flow from the ground to the wire electrodes embedded in the
urethane rubber to neutralize the charges. When the rubber strip
is approaching back to the urethane rubber, the electrons will be
transferred back to the electrode, causing the gradual decrease of
positive charges in the wire. The simulated potential distribution
by finite-element analysis (COMSOL Multiphysics) is referred in
Figs. 1(c)(c1)–1(c)(c4) to demonstrate the potential changes
between two triboelectric layers in different phases, demonstrating
that the TBS can be applied as a self-powered sports sensor by
generating the change of electrical signals.

2 Results and discussion
2.1 Structure and working principle of TBS

2.2 Electrical characterizations for the TBS

In the sport of triple-jumping, there is a take-off line on the front
end of the take-off board to determine if the athlete’s take-off is
foul. In addition to recording the effectiveness of the take-off
condition, some equipment is adopted to provide the GAP. Here,
an intelligent triple-jumping take-off board is constructed based
on a single-electrode mode TENG, which is composed of a slotted
solid-wooden board, wires for transferring induced charges, and
urethane rubber as triboelectric layers (Fig. 1(a)(a1)). Figure 1(a)
shows the entire process of the triple jump, as well as the function
and structure of TBS. A cross-sectional view of the TBS and a
depiction of its internal structure are illustrated in Figs. 1(a)(a2)
and 1(a)(a3), respectively. By converting mechanical energy into
electricity, the TBS can sense a moving object in single-electrode
mode with the function of timely feedback on the GAP value
which means the take-off position. As depicted in Fig. 1(a)(a4), the
first line marked blue is the take-off line, and the GAP value
corresponding to the athlete’s foot position is 3 cm.
To describe the working principle of TBS in detail, a nitrile
rubber strip with a width of 9 mm is used to better explain the

The wires with small diameters and good toughness are used as
the electrodes of TBS in the basic performance tests. The impact of
a linear motor is employed in the experiment to simulate the takeoff movement in the triple jump. Figures 2(a)–2(c) demonstrate
the open-circuit voltage (Voc), transfer charge quantity (Qsc), and
short-circuit current (Isc) of TBS under the simulated acceleration
of 1 m/s2 during the contact-separation process. Apparently, the
Voc, Qsc, and Isc reach 1.3 V, 0.5 nC, and 8.4 nA in each cycle,
respectively. These electrical signal variations can be effectively
transmitted by the TBS. Subsequently, the change of voltage is
selected as the judgment signal of the intelligent sensor.
As depicted in Fig. 2(d), a durability test is performed to
determine the TBS’s output stability. After 5,000 cycles of
continuous operation at 1 Hz, the output voltage of the TBS
remains about 1.5 V, indicating that the sensor has a long service
life that satisfies the needs of daily use. In addition, a multichannel signal interference test is performed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the TBS’s signal. As illustrated in Fig. 2(e), the
output voltage signals are obtained from the multi-channel

(a)

(b)

(c)

(c1)

(c2)

(c4)

(c3)

(a3)
(a2)

(a1)
(a4)

Figure 1 Application, structure, and working mechanism of the TBS. (a) Schematic diagram of application scenarios and structure of TBS. (a1) Schematic illustration
of the designed structure of TBS. (a2) Cross-sectional view of TBS. (a3) Transparent view of TBS structure. (a4) Application of TBS. When the athlete steps on the TBS,
the computer interface gives the corresponding GAP value of 3 cm. (b) Operating principle of the TBS in single-electrode mode. (c) The potential distribution of TBS
simulated by COMSOL Multiphysics. (c1)–(c4) The potential changes of the two triboelectric layers during the contact–separation process.
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Figure 2 The basic output performance of TBS with wires as electrodes. (a)–(c) Voc, Qsc, and Isc of the TBS. (d) Schematic illustration of durability test of TBS. (e)
Schematic diagram of each channel’s output voltage and position in the multi-channel signal interference test, and the voltage signal of each channel is shown in two
contact–separation cycles.

acquisition card by contacting and separating the nitrile rubber
strip with six channels in sequence for two cycles. Notably, when
the rubber strip contacts one channel, the voltage signals
generated from other channels can be noticed. The reason for the
crosstalk signal is that when the rubber strip separates from the
urethane rubber after the contact process, a new electric field is
formed, resulting in an induced charge on the electrode in the
adjacent channel. Moreover, the voltage at the contact position
ranges from 2.4 to 3.0 V and the crosstalk signal is small, which is
less than half of the contact signal. The influence of the crosstalk
signal can be solved in the subsequent programming. Accordingly,
the contact channel between the rubber strip and TBS can be
easily identified by the voltage signal to fulfill the goal of
determining location.
To explore the sensor’s universal production and select optimal
electrode material, several conductive wires typically used in the
textile industry and a kind of multicore cable are chosen as the
electrodes of the TBS (Fig. S1 in the Electronic Supplementary
Material (ESM)). Six varieties of conductive threads are available: a
metal sewing thread (MST), two types of Ag fiber sewing threads
(SFST) with diameters of 0.15 and 3 mm, and three types of
stainless-steel sewing threads (SST) with diameters of 0.15, 0.3,
and 0.5 mm, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), the output
voltages of a series of sensors constructed by different electrodes
are detected under the same test conditions. In contrast, the
output voltage of the multicore cable is the highest (3.2 V) and the
corresponding output performances including Isc and Qsc are
shown in Fig. S2 in the ESM. The improved output performance
by the multicore cable makes it easier for the test platform to
detect the signals. Due to many thin Cu wires integrated into every
cable of the multicore cable, the overall electrode area is improved,
thus increasing the interfacial area between the triboelectric layer
and the electrode, leading to an increase in electrical signals.
Furthermore, the multicore cable is also convenient for wiring and
organization. Therefore, it is chosen as the electrodes of the TBS in
the following measurements.
To measure the accuracy of TBS, the sensitivity of the channel
is tested by changing the contact position of the rubber strip and
the signals generated by the two channels are detected. As
illustrated in Fig. 3(b), the upper end of the rubber strip is firstly
flushed with the upper end of channel 2, then the electrical
outputs of the two channels are measured and compared as the
rubber strip moves up in increments of 2 mm for a total distance of

12 mm. When the rubber strip moves up for a distance of 4 mm,
the rubber strip is directly above channel 2 (Fig. S3(a) in the ESM),
and the voltage of channel 2 achieves the maximum value (Fig.
3(c)). Since the rubber strip’s surface is curved with high medium
and low sides, when the rubber strip is directly above channel 2,
the triboelectric area between the rubber strip and channel 2 is the
largest, causing the greatest voltage signal. Initially, the voltage of
channel 1 is at a very low level. With the gradual movement of the
rubber strip, the electrical performance of channel 2 decreases,
while the voltage of channel 1 increases (Fig. 3(c)). Channel 1
begins to show a strong signal when the rubber strip moves up to
10 mm. At the same time, the rubber strip has just left channel 2
and the distance from the rubber strip to channel 2 is 1 mm
(Fig. S3(b) in the ESM). The voltages of channels 1 and 2 are 1.3
and 0.5 V, respectively. The difference in signals between the two
channels can be used to determine the effective contact position. It
is concluded that the sensing sensitivity of the sensor can achieve
1 mm, and such high sensitivity of TBS can fulfill the demands of
judgment in triple-jumping training.
Additionally, the distance between the electrode and the surface
of the triboelectric layer can be adjusted to achieve the transverse
position judgment. Here, the electrode is placed obliquely, where
its two ends are fixed to the top of the left end and the bottom of
the right end of the groove, respectively (Fig. 3(d)(d1)). In this way,
the distance between the electrode and the surface of the urethane
rubber continuously rises in the TBS. The output voltages are 2.8,
1.9, and 1.4 V when the distances between the test position and
contact position of the rubber strip are set as 6, 26, and 36 cm,
respectively (Figs. 3(d)(d2) and 3(e)), while the corresponding
heights between the electrode and the surface of urethane rubber
are 0.96, 4.15, and 5.75 mm, respectively (Fig. S4 in the ESM). The
difference between these voltages can be used to estimate the
moving object’s contact position with the TBS. It is proved that
this method can be used to determine the contact position in the
horizontal scale because of the relationship between positions and
voltages. To demonstrate the practicality of TBS in practical
application, three sneakers made of various materials are utilized
to impact the TBS and the corresponding output voltages of
different sneakers are graphically illustrated in Fig. 3(f). All the
sports shoes made of different materials can produce discernible
electrical outputs: The shoe made of sticky rubber & ethylene vinyl
acetate (EVA) rubber generates the highest voltage around 45 V,
the natural rubber shoe has the lowest output voltage of 15 V, and
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Figure 3 Electrode material, accuracy, structure optimization, and practical test of TBS. (a) Comparison of output voltages of electrodes with different materials under
the same conditions. (b) Schematic diagram of the rubber strip’s position in the accuracy test. (c) The relationship between the two channels’ output voltages and the
rubber strip’s upward movement distance. (d) Performance test of the TBS when the electrodes are diagonally placed. (d1) Transparency diagram of the diagonally
placed electrode. (d2) Positions of the rubber strip. (e) Comparison of voltages at different positions from the test terminal. (f) Output voltages of TBS when shoes with
different materials stepping on it.

the output voltage of C rubber & EVA shoe is 20 V, which
demonstrates that the TBS has universal applicability as a sensor
in the sport of triple-jumping without equipping with special
shoes for the TBS.
2.3 Application of the TBS
One of the most essential functions of the take-off board in the
triple jump is to determine the validity of an athlete’s performance
based on the take-off line. In official competitions, this judgment is
mainly based on high-speed cameras and referees, whereas the
TBS can be used to provide a precise foul assessment at a lower
cost. The application scenario and physical photo of TBS are
shown in Fig. 4(a). Moreover, a matching test system based on the
TBS is constructed to obtain the real-time data efficiently with
high quality. A signal processing equipment (SPE) is composed of
a microprogram control unit, a bluetooth transmitter, and a
battery, as plotted in Fig. 4(b)(b1). The TBS is combined with the
SPE to form a foul alarm system (Fig. S5(a) in the ESM), where
the multicore cable is used as the electrodes. Meanwhile, a
program on a mobile phone can receive signals from SPE and
make violation judgments.
Figures 4(b)(b2) and 4(b)(b3) demonstrate the relevant results
displayed by a mobile phone when an athlete takes off foul or
correctly, respectively. Firstly, the mechanical movement can be
transformed into an electrical signal and synchronously
transferred by TBS when the athlete steps on the take-off line.
Secondly, the SPE can detect the electrical signal and judge it as
“1”. Thirdly, as shown in Fig. 4(b)(b2), the real-time judgment can
be processed and displayed by a mobile phone as “OUT”,
followed by a sound to indicate that the jump is invalid.
Contrarily, the voltage signal can be assessed as “0” when the
athlete steps the correct position of the TBS, then the judgment is
shown as “PASSED” on the mobile phone, with a voice
prompting that the jump is effective (Fig. 4(b)(b3)). Photographs
of the foul alarm system’s relevant interfaces of these conditions
are included in Figs. S6(a)(a1) and S6(a)(a2) in the ESM. Two triplejumping states can be judged accurately in real-time with such an
alarm system (Movie ESM1). The monitoring of take-off status
can be accomplished with high accuracy, low cost, and timely
feedback using simple programming and a bluetooth transceiver.
The foul alarm system can be utilized not only in competitions but

also in athletes’ daily trainings. Without the help of others, athletes
can acquire whether the jump is successful during training, which
is more convenient and intelligent.
In addition to the foul alarm system, the TBS can also be used
to obtain the value of the GAP when athletes pedal. When an
athlete takes off, the GAP value refers to the distance between the
shoe and the take-off line, which is not counted in the total score.
However, a larger GAP value during the pedaling process means
that the athlete’s effective score will be lower than the actual jump
distance. Therefore, achieving a smaller GAP value during the
competition is a crucial challenge for athletes. Benefiting from the
superior output performance, the TBS is also used to build a GAP
measurement system. Here, a data acquisition card is adopted to
connect the TBS with 20 channels that represent the GAP value
from 0 to 19 cm. During the pedaling process, the shoe commonly
contacts many channels, the GAP value will be recorded if two
conditions are met. One is that it generates an effective voltage,
and the other is that it is the closest channel to the take-off line.
When the GAP is 0 cm, it indicates that the athlete steps on the
take-off line, and the jump is considered foul. The overall picture
of the GAP value test is shown in Fig. 4(c)(c1). When stepping on
the TBS, signal changes are collected by a 32-bit NI DAQ device
(Fig. S4(b) in the ESM). The real-time data can be shown on a
program, after being transmitted to a computer for identification.
When an athlete steps randomly on a position of TBS (Fig.
4(c)(c2)), the corresponding interface of the program is illustrated
in Fig. 4(c)(c3). Furthermore, the GAP value shown in the
program is 16 cm. Figure 4(c)(c4) is a partially enlarged view of the
program. Figure S5(b) in the ESM shows the interface of the
program, including a cloud image of voltage distribution, realtime GAP value, occurrence time (Fig. 4(c)(c4)), and a statistics
distribution chart that depicts the relationship between the
number of pedaling and the GAP value distribution (Fig. 4(c)(c5)).
Each jump can result in a corresponding update in all of the
program’s items. In addition, when sliding friction occurs, the
time associated with the signal can be used to identify the precise
position of the taking-off. The test results reveal that the GAP
measurement system performs excellently in the sensing accuracy
of the take-off position and statistical distribution (Movie ESM2).
Furthermore, the statistical distribution chart can be utilized for
cloud computing to study the athlete’s take-off characteristics,
which can help coaches and athletes develop appropriate training
plans.
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Figure 4 Applications of TBS in foul alarm system and GAP measurement system. (a) Application scenario and physical photo of TBS with multicore cable as
electrodes. (b) Application of TBS in foul alarm system. (b1) Optical photo of SPE. (b2) When an athlete fouls, the interface of the mobile application displays “OUT”.
(b3) When the athlete takes off correctly, the interface of the application displays “PASSED”. (c) Application of TBS in the GAP measurement system. (c1) Optical
photo of the application scenario of the GAP measurement system. (c2) and (c3) The corresponding GAP value is displayed on the computer interface when stepping
on TBS. (c4) Partially enlarged view of the computer interface, including GAP value, time, and a statistical distribution diagram. (c5) The statistical distribution diagram
of the relationship between the number of pedaling and the GAP value distribution.

To further investigate whether the athlete’s weight affects the
sensing accuracy of TBS, four experimenters with different
weights from 48 to 80 kg (weight range of common triple jumper)
are invited to participate in this study, and the voltage comparison
results between the adjacent channel and the pedaling channel are
shown in Fig. S7 in the ESM. Definitely, the voltage of these
adjacent channels is very low, rarely exceeding 1 V, while the
voltages of the contacted channel measured by different
experimenters are 3.0, 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4 V, respectively. It turns out
that TBS is able to play a stable sensing role in a certain weight
range of athletes. The combination of function, intelligence, and
self-powered supply is achieved by building TENG on a wooden
substrate, demonstrating the potential applications of TENG in
constructing self-sufficient intelligent sports equipment.

3 Conclusions
In summary, a high-sensitivity and intelligent TENG based on a
wooden substrate is developed, which may be employed for selfpowered sensing in smart sports as well as big data analysis in the
triple jump. With corresponding programs, the TBS can
accurately detect the pedal position, evaluate the GAP value of the
triple jump, and provide a violation judgment. In addition, the
precision of the TBS is up to 1 mm. The training data recorded in
real-time can be used for big data analysis to provide athletes with
accurate training evaluations and assist coaches in optimizing
training methods. This study shows that TENG can be effectively
integrated with sports equipment to accurately monitor real-time
data while reducing expenses, and it can also expand the
application of self-powered sensors in intelligent sports.

× 3.0 cm). Subsequently, 19 Cu wires were inserted into the
grooves respectively, and the ends of each wire were fixed. The
base and cure of the liquid urethane rubber (Smooth-on PMC790) were mixed and stirred evenly at a ratio of 2:1. Furthermore,
the mixture was poured into those grooves. After standing for 6 h,
the surface was polished and the excess rubber was removed.
4.2 Fabrication of the practical application
The plank used in this part was 60 cm in length, 30 cm in width,
and 3 cm in thickness. The same method was adopted as
mentioned above to cut out 20 slots (60.0 cm × 2.0 mm × 1.5 cm).
And the electrodes were switched to a multicore cable, which was
composed of 20 cores.
In addition, the fabrication process for the board required for
the application was the same as that for the simulation board
described above.
4.3 Characterization and measurements

4 Experimental section

The rubber strip was driven by a linear motor (LinMot E1200,
Switzerland), and basic outputs of TBS were measured by a
programmable electrometer (Keithley model 6514, USA), while
the real-time data was collected by a testing program constructed
by LabView. The output voltage comparison of the six channels
was obtained by a multi-channel data acquisition card (NI USB6356). A maintenance communications unit (MCU) (Arduino
uno r3), a bluetooth transmitter (HC-08), and a mobile phone
with software were used in the foul alarm system. The GAP
measurement system was detected by another data acquisition
card (NI USB-6349), and the test platform was constructed by
LabView.

4.1 Fabrication of the simulation board
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